Enhanced sensitivity to rare, emotion-irrelevant stimuli in females: neural correlates.
Numerous studies showed enhanced sensitivity of females to emotional stimuli relative to males using multiple tasks. However, in the present study, two event-related potential (ERP) experiments targeting the impact of gender on rare stimulus processing both showed enhanced sensitivity of females to rare stimulus that is neutral, irrelevant to emotion. Subjects were required to press different keys for standard and rare pictures in Experiment 1, and to do nothing but to passively view the pictures in Experiment 2. Rare pictures elicited more intense pop-out effects in females, at both neuroelectrical (multiple levels of ERP analyses) and behavioral (response latencies and pop-out assessment) levels across experiments. Thus, females are equipped with enhanced sensitivity to rare, emotion-irrelevant stimuli relative to males, probably as a result of evolutionary adaptation. This effect is ought to be considered in studies that use an oddball paradigm.